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The spin-wave band structure of a two-dimensional bicomponent magnonic crystal, consisting of Co

nanodisks partially embedded in a Permalloy thin film, is experimentally investigated along a high-

symmetry direction by Brillouin light scattering. The eigenfrequencies and scattering cross sections are

interpreted using plane wave method calculations and micromagnetic simulations. At the boundary of both

the first and the second Brillouin zones, we measure a forbidden frequency gap whose width depends on the

magnetic contrast between the constituent materials. The modes above and below the gap exhibit resonant

spin-precession amplitudes in the complementary regions of periodically varying magnetic parameters. Our

findings are key to advance both the physics and the technology of band gap engineering in magnonics.
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Magnonic crystals (MCs) are a new class of metamate-
rials where a periodic modulation of magnetic properties
allows for manipulation of the band structure of spin waves
(SWs) [1–3]. This is similar to photonic crystals [4], where
allowed frequency bands and forbidden frequency gaps
(band gaps) are tailored for light by a smart choice of the
geometrical symmetry and/or the materials [5]. For two-
dimensional (2D) photonic crystals, air holes periodically
arranged in a dielectric film have been a powerful concept
to induce the Bragg reflection of light. Contrarily to elec-
tromagnetic waves, SWs, i.e., the low lying excitations in
magnetically ordered substances, do not exist in air, and
the incorporation of a second magnetic material is key to
provide the relevant material contrast for continuously
propagating SWs in MCs. Such so-called bicomponent
magnonic crystals (BMCs) offer magnonic band structures
that can be tuned by changing either the spatial symmetry,
the filling fraction, or the magnetic contrast of constituent
materials [6–10]. Pioneering experiments have been fo-
cused on 1D BMCs consisting of an array of longitudinally
magnetized Co and Ni80Fe20 (Py) alternated nanostripes
[11,12]. Here, the Co stripes exhibited forced spin preces-
sion, thereby enhancing the dynamic dipolar coupling
between confined modes in the Py stripes [11–13]. Very
recently, it has been shown that propagation of SWs in 2D
bicomponent antidot lattices is guided into channels of
nanometric width which reside in complementary regions
depending on the eigenfrequency [14]. In the case of a 2D
chessboardlike square array of dots [15], the periodically
modulated internal fields and damping parameters were

decisive to understand the modes. A band gap for SWs at
Brillouin zone (BZ) boundaries, however, was not ob-
served, and it is an open question whether SWs in such
2D BMCs reflect the magnetic-contrast-induced band for-
mation due to different material parameters. In this Letter,
the SW dispersion along one of the principal symmetry
directions in a 2D BMC, consisting of Co nanodisks
(so-called dots) partially embedded in a Py thin film, has
been measured by Brillouin light scattering (BLS). The
experimental data are successfully explained by both mi-
cromagnetic simulations and plane wave method (PWM)
calculations. We find that the composite structure supports
propagating modes whose spatial profiles are calculated
and discussed. Evidence is given for the opening of band
gaps, caused by Bragg diffraction of SWs induced by the
magnetic contrast effect, creating great perspectives for
tailored band structures in magnonics similar to photonics
and electronics.
The bicomponent investigated sample consists of a

square lattice of shallow circular holes (8 nm deep) etched
into a 24 nm thick Py film and filled with 15 nm thick Co
dots [Fig. 1(a)]. The Co dot radius is R " 155 nm, and the
lattice parameter is a " 600 nm. The corresponding
first BZ is a square of side length 2qBZ " 2"=a "
1:046# 105 rad=cm. The dispersion of SW modes has
been measured by BLS for the in-plane transferred wave
vector (qy) up to 1:8# 105 rad=cm, i.e., up to the fourth
BZ. The magnetic field H0 " 200 Oe was applied along
the z axis perpendicularly to qy.
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Open circles in Fig. 2(a) represent the measured SW
frequencies as a function of the transferred wave vector. In
the first BZ, we detect several discrete peaks showing a
clear dispersive character. These modes merge into one
branch in the second BZ. Magnonic forbidden frequency
gaps, having widths of 0.6 and 0.3 GHz, are observed at the
boundaries of the first and second BZs, respectively.

The SW dispersion has been calculated by means of the
MICROMAGUS micromagnetic package, using 2D periodic
boundary conditions [16]. To reproduce the sample com-
position, we simulated a structure composed by three
different layers: a 16 nm thick bottom layer consisting
only of Py, an 8 nm thick middle layer consisting of Co
dots fully embedded in Py, and a 7 nm thick top layer
consisting only of Co dots. The lattice constant and the
radius of Co dots have been set to their nominal values. The

simulated structure had a size of 19:2 #m by 600 nm in
the y and z directions, respectively. The sample is excited
by a 0.05 ns long field pulse with 2 Oe amplitude projected
onto both the x and z directions. The time resolved evolu-
tion of the magnetization is recorded over a period of 6 ns.
To obtain the dispersion relation, a temporal and spatial
fast Fourier transform of the x component of the magneti-
zation, averaged in the z direction, is performed [17].
The saturationmagnetizations and the exchange constants

have been fixed to the values of MS;Py " 0:78# 106 A=m,

APy " 1:3# 10!11 J=m and MS;Co " 1:0# 106 A=m,

ACo " 2:0# 10!11 J=m for Py and Co, respectively [18].
In Fig. 2, themicromagnetic simulations (gray scale plot) are
shown togetherwith the BLS frequencies. In the simulations,
we find two pronounced dispersive branches (dark areas),
whose frequencies agree quite well with experimental data.
Corresponding spatial spin-precession profiles for qy=qBZ "
0:19# 10!5, i.e., close to the ! point, are shown on the right
side of Fig. 2. The lower frequency mode extends in the
vertical stripes going through both Py and Co, while the
higher frequency one resides in the Py vertical stripes. Note
that the SWs are uniform throughout the sample thickness
and that the dispersions extracted from the three layers
considered in the simulations exhibit identical behavior
(data not shown); only the relative intensities of the two
prominent modes were found to be different. Because of
the restricted resolution of micromagnetic simulations, the
forbidden frequency gap at the boundary of the first BZ is not
clearly resolved.
To better understand the SW band structure, the PWM

[19], especially appropriate for solving harmonic-in-time
excitation in periodic structures, is applied. The SW dis-
persion relation is determined from the Landau-Lifshitz
(LL) equation: @M

@t " !!#0$M#Heff%, where M&r; t' is
the magnetization vector, ! is the gyromagnetic ratio,#0 is
the permeability of vacuum, r is a position vector in the
plane of a BMC, and t is time. Heff is the effective
magnetic field, which can be written as Heff&r; t' " H0 (
Hex&r; t' (Hms&r; t', where H0 is the applied static mag-
netic field;Hex " rl2exrm&r; t' is the exchange field, with
lex "

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2A=#0M

2
S

q
; and Hms is the magnetostatic field,

which has been calculated following the procedure de-
scribed in Refs. [20,21]. To solve the linearized LL equa-
tion, we assume the dynamical magnetization to take the

Bloch wave form m&r; t' " P
Gmq&G'ei&q(G')rei!t, where

G is a reciprocal lattice vector, q is the wave vector, and !
is the angular frequency of a SW.
By writing the LL equation in the reciprocal space, an

eigenvalue problem for frequencies ! and mq&G', being
eigenvalues and eigenvectors, respectively, is obtained. For
a spin-wave mode, the inelastic light scattering intensity I is
determined by the component of the dynamical magnetiza-
tion perpendicular to theBMCstructure, so theBLS intensity
is given by the squared amplitude of the Fourier component
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FIG. 2 (color online). Measured (open circles) and simulated
(gray scale plot) mode frequencies as a function of the SW wave
vector. Right side: spatial spin-precession profiles of two modes
calculated at qy=qBZ " 0:19# 10!5. Bright color indicates
large spin-precession amplitude.
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FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Scanning electron micrograph of the
binary component dot-antidot lattice. (b) Schematic cross sectionof
the sample showing a 15 nm thick Co nanodisk embedded in a
24 nm thick Py film. This is used for micromagnetic simulations.
(c) Picture of the BMC structure used in PWM calculations. The
sample is uniform across the thickness teff . The lattice constant isa.
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mx;q&G " 0' for the specificmode I / jmx;q&0'j2 [22]. In the
PWMcalculations, wemodeled our system as aBMChaving
a uniform structure and an effective thickness teff , whereas
the composition of our sample is not uniform [Fig. 1(b)].We
find teff " 20 nm to provide the best agreement with the
experimental results, while the lattice constant and the radius
of Co dots have been set to their nominal values [Fig. 1(c)].
To test the validity of such an approximation, we evaluated
the static demagnetizing field in our system. We found that
the profile of the demagnetizing field is preserved across the
thickness; therefore, the utilization of a uniform BMC in
PWM is justified to a large extent. Because of the small
overall thickness of our Co=Py BMC (much smaller than
the lattice constant), SW modes considered in this work are
characterized by a uniform profile across the thickness, in
agreement with the results of the micromagnetic simulations
discussed above. The saturation magnetization and the
exchange constant of Co and Py have been fixed to the values
used in the micromagnetic simulations. In all calculations,
the bias field H0 " 200 Oe was directed along the z axis
[Fig. 1(c)].

The magnonic spectra calculated by the PWM, super-
imposed with the BLS data (black dotted lines and open
circles, respectively), are shown in Fig. 3(a). The PWM-
calculated spectra are richer and denser than the experi-
mental ones (the bold lines mark the calculated bands with
the largest intensities). As can be seen, a good agreement is
found between the BLS data and the most intense lines
calculated by the PWM (which also agree with the promi-
nent branches found in the micromagnetic simulations).
However, the BLS data do not exactly follow the branch
marked as the most prominent one in the PWM results, but
still reflect dispersive modes within the first BZ with the
group velocity, vg > 0. Such a discrepancy might be due to

the fact that, in PWM calculations, only the components of
the static stray field collinear with H0 are considered.
Further components of the stray field and slightly noncol-
linear arrangements of magnetic moments are neglected
(cf. Fig. 4 in Ref. [14]).

In Fig. 3(b), we show the calculated magnonic band
structure limited to the low frequency modes in the first
BZ, which can be classified by taking into account their
spatial profiles. (i) Modes analogous to the surface Damon-
Eshbach (DE) mode of a continuous film [labeled 1, 2, and
3 in Fig. 3(b)]. At the ! point, the spatial profile of the
component mx is not uniform, but it is influenced by the
modulation of the internal field, having the same period-
icity as the artificial lattice constant. Therefore, these
modes extend in effective stripes going through either Co
dots and Py (modes 1 and 2) or the Py alone, thereby
bypassing the Co dots (mode 3). Modes 1 and 2 are found
to exhibit a frequency lower than mode 3 because the static
demagnetizing field in the Co dots is opposite toH0 [14]. It
is important to note that, at the ! point, the vg of mode 1

(4:3 km=s) is larger than that of mode 3 (2:4 km=s)

because the former propagates in the effective stripes
where the internal magnetic field is lower and the satura-
tion magnetization is higher due to the presence of the
Co dots if compared to the Py stripes where mode 3 is
localized [23]. Remarkably, the modes show either a sym-
metric (S, modes 1 and 3) or antisymmetric (AS, mode 2)
character with respect to the xy plane through the center of
the Co dots. Moving from the ! point toward the first BZ
boundary, modes 3 and 1 have a similar cross section,
while, in the second and third BZs, mode 3 becomes the
most intense excitation and the only mode detected in the
BLSmeasurements. This is due to the fact that they assume
a marked DE character, i.e., an oscillating behavior along
the y direction [see the profiles in points b, c, d, e, and f of
Fig. 3(c)]. (ii) Backwardlike (BA) modes, characterized by
several nodal planes perpendicular to the direction parallel
to H0, reflecting standing SWs which are higher-order
modes of the magnetostatic backward volume wave type
[24]. Strikingly, their frequencies are higher than those of
modes 1 to 3 at the ! point and increase with the number of
nodal planes. This is expected for magnetostatic backward
volume waves if one resides in the exchange-dominated
regime of the SW dispersion relation. Such modes always
exist in pairs which have the same periodicity and are
almost degenerate in frequency [modes 4 and 5, 6 and 7,
and 8 and 9 in Fig. 3(c)]. The magnetization precession of
the lower (higher) frequency mode of every pair is S (AS)
with respect to the xy plane through the center of the Co
dots. (iii) Modes at frequencies larger than 7 GHz, which are
not numbered in Fig. 3(b). These modes are characterized by
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FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Magnonic band structure of the
Co=Py 2D BMC calculated by the PWM (black dotted lines).
The bold solid lines mark the calculated bands with the largest
intensities. We replot the BLS data from Fig. 2 as open circles.
Filled gray circles highlight the magnonic gaps opened at the 1st
and 2nd BZ boundaries (indicated by vertical dashed lines).
(b) The enlarged part of the calculated magnonic band structure
from the 1st BZ shown in (a). The modes are numbered from 1 to
9 according to arrangements at the center of the BZ. (c) Left
panel: x components of the magnetization vector, mx, for modes
1 to 9. Right panel: evolution of mode 3 for wave vector values
qy=qBZ " 0, 0.18, 0.34, 0.8, and 1, as indicated by filled dots and
indexed with small letters from a to f in (b). In points e and f, the
horizontal broken lines indicate the regions where the stationary
waves have the maximum of the spin precessional motion.
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several oscillations of the dynamical magnetization in both
parallel and perpendicular directions to the applied field.
Their classification is difficult and ambiguous due to the
large density of modes and their consequent hybridization.

As can be seen in Fig. 3(c), the spatial profile of mode 3
is strongly affected by interaction with the BA modes. In
particular, it hybridizes (anticrosses) with the S modes
(modes 4, 6, and 8), changing its spatial profile, whereas it
does not interact (it crosses) with the AS ones (modes 5, 7,
and 9). Note that, after the hybridization with mode 4,
mode 3 becomes a mode which is no longer restricted to
Py stripes but spreads through the whole matrix. The
anticrossings provoke tiny frequency gaps in branches
within the first BZ that are different from the gaps at
BZ boundaries in that the group velocity does not become
zero at the relevant wave vectors. The PWM highlights
that anticrossings and hybridization effects are prominent
features in the 2D BMC band structure. Importantly, the
PWM reproduces very well the widths of the band gaps
of about 0.6 and 0.3 GHz observed for DE-like modes at
the boundaries of the first and second BZs in BLS, re-
spectively [gray areas in Fig. 3(a)] [25]. Following the
PWM results, the periodic modulation of the magnetic
material properties gives rise to Bragg diffraction, i.e.,
counterpropagating ‘‘Bragg-reflected’’ waves. Mode 3

experiences, in particular, the periodicity of the magnetic
structure, and, as a consequence, two stationary waves
with wavelengths 2a are formed, which differ by a spatial
shift corresponding to half of the lattice constant. At the
boundary of the first BZ, the higher frequency mode
[point f in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c)] has a maximum of the
spin precessional motion in the horizontal stripes contain-
ing Co dots, while the lower frequency mode [point e in
Figs. 3(b) and 3(c)] has the maximum in horizontal Py
stripes comprised between the Co dots.
Finally, to achieve a deeper insight into the roles of

both the magnetic contrast between Co and Py and the
geometrical parameters of the structure, an analytical
equation for the SW frequencies at the BZ boundaries is
derived, assuming Gz " 0 and qz " 0, i.e., neglecting the
nonuniformity along the z axis. Starting from the PWM
equations used for solving the LL equations, we follow
ideas known from approximate calculations of photonic
and electronic band gap widths by Kittel [26] and Yariv
et al. [27]. Under such conditions, mqy&G " 0' and

mqy&G " Gn' are the dominant terms in the Fourier

expansions of the dynamical magnetization components
at the boundaries of the nth BZ (n " 1; 2; . . . ) along qy,
and therefore the SW frequencies can be expressed as

!* " !#0

" !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
fH0 ( C&qy'$MS&0' *MS&Gn'%g

q !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
fH0 ( $1! C&qy'%$MS&0' *MS&Gn'%g

q #
; (1)

where C&qy' " 1!e!jqy jteff
2 . The Fourier coefficients of

the saturation magnetization in the 2D BMC are

MS&0' " &MS;Co !MS;Py'f(MS;Py and MS&Gn' "
2&MS;Co !MS;Py'f J1&GnR'

GnR
, where J1 is a Bessel function

of the first kind and f " "R2=a2 is the filling fraction of
Co in Py. Such an approximation can be justified because,
at the boundary of both the first and second BZs, the spatial
profile of mode 3 is almost uniform along the z axis. Using
Eq. (1), we obtain a value of the gap width at the boundary
of the first (second) BZ of 0.5 (0.14) GHz, in quite good
agreement with the full PWM calculation (0.45 and
0.15 GHz). From Eq. (1), we find that the width of the
band gap increases almost linearly with the magnetic con-
trast, i.e.,MS;Co !MS;Py. For a given lattice, it is influenced

by the thickness and filling fraction f. Equation (1) pre-
dicts the maximum band gap width of 0.67 GHz to occur at
f " 0:46 (R " 230 nm). Note that the amplitude of the
demagnetizing field is almost constant along vertical lines
(i.e., along the y axis where the peak-to-peak variation is
only about 20 Oe) and does not contribute significantly to
the opening of the forbidden frequency gap [28]. This is
different than recent reports on band gap creation in both
conventional antidot lattices [29] and width-modulated
magnonic waveguides subject to in-plane magnetic fields

[30], where a main role is played by large internal field
variations provoked by air holes.
In conclusion, spin-wave propagation in a 2D BMC,

consisting of Co dots partially embedded in a Py film, has
been studied by BLS. A band gap of about 0.6 (0.3) GHz
has been observed at the boundary of the first (second) BZ
(induced by the Bragg diffraction of DE-like spin-wave
modes), whose width has been quantitatively explained by
the PWM in terms of the magnetic contrast between the Co
and the Py.
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